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Real-life work experience in Ireland
My experience working in Ireland has greatly enhanced my English
proficiency, consequently improving my translation abilities. Immersing
myself in an English-speaking environment on a daily basis has provided
ample opportunities for practice and skill development. As a result, I can
now translate with greater precision, and effectively conveying nuances
and cultural intricacies.
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TED
I've been volunteering as a translator for TED, where I've had the
opportunity to translate talks into Greek. By meticulously attending to
linguistic details, I ensure that the essence and authenticity of each talk
are preserved for Greek-speaking audiences. Through this experience,
I've refined my linguistic skills and played a meaningful part in breaking
down language barriers and promoting cross-cultural understanding.

Audiopedia
As a volunteer English/Greek translator for Audiopedia, I've played a
crucial role in ensuring that educational content is readily available to
Greek-speaking communities. This volunteer position has not only
allowed me to enhance my translation skills but has also deepened my
appreciation for the role of language in providing individuals with access
to knowledge and empowerment.

Translation

Proofreading

Transcription

Time Coding

Subtitling
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Personal Projects
Engaging in personal video projects has given me the opportunity to
explore subtitling in depth, allowing me to improve my skills in time
coding and transcriptions. This experience has provided me with a
strong basis for taking on more subtitling projects in the future.

MemoQ

Trados

Subtitle Edit
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+30 6946241769 ABOUT ME
There exists a boarder world waiting to be discovered by non-English
speakers, and as a freelance translator, equipped with a keen eye for
detail and a deep appreciation for the nuances of language, I'm
dedicated to helping them access it! Drawing from my combined
volunteer and real-life experiences, I provide quality translations that
preserve the original meaning while resonating with the target audience.
I believe in translating not just words but also the essence of the
message, and producing translations that are accurate, culturally
sensitive, and engaging. I'm really keen on learning new things and
always strive to deliver exceptional results for every project.
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